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FOREWORD

The QUME CONNECTION CENTRONICS module is designed for use with a variety of
Qume printer products. Consequently, this manual makes no attempt to describe
the operation of your Qume printer. Refer to the following publications for
questions related to the operation or maintenance of your printer:

Reorder NumberPublication
32026
32077
38012
33032

SPRINT 11 PLUS Operator Manual
SPRINT 11 PLUS Field Mai ntenance Manual
Supplies Catalog
Printers and Accessories Catalog
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PREFACE

This manual describes the installation and operation of the QUME CONNECTION

Centronics module.
CONNECTION modules designed to interface Qume printers to a wide variety of
computer systems.
connector mounted on the back of you Qume printer. Then the module's 36 pin
Amphenol connector is attached to the Centronics port on your computer. Once
these connections are made and the DIP (Dual Inline Pack) switches on the
printer and on the QUME CONNECTION are correctly
communicate with the Qume printer.

The Centronics module is one of a series of QUME

50-pin edge-boardtheThe module easily plugs into

set, your computer can

interface," aThe QUME CONNECTION interface is based on the "Centronics
parallel data hardware interface developed by the Centronics Data Computer
Corporation.
standard,
companies. If you unplug a Centronics dot matrix printer from your computer

Although the Centronics interface is not an official industry
printerthe signal conventions computerare used by many and

and plug in a Qume 1etter quality printer equipped with the QUME CONNECTION,
the Qume printer will work.
The first section of this manual, INSTALLING THE QUME CONNECTION, describes
how to install the QUME CONNECTION in the Qume printer and set the switches
for proper operation with your computer system.
The second section, COMPUTER PRINTER OPERATION, will help you get a
character from your computer into the printer and onto paper.

PROGRAMMING THE CONNECTION, thesection, QUME discussesThe third
compatibility of the QUME CONNECTION command sett with existing Qume and Diablo
command sets.
The fourth section, cOMMAND SET, describes each of the QUME CONNECTION program
commands.
detailed fashion.
documents that you may have created with a canned word processing program
(e.g., WORDSTAR"), you may never need to worry about the Qume command set.
The appropriate commands wil1 have already been incorporated in your word
processing software. However, if you intend to write your own software, would1ike to format your program 1istings, or are interested in the plotting and
graphics capability of the printer, we recommend you read this section.

Not everyone, of course, needs to understand these commands in a

If you only intend to use your Qume printer to print

The APPENDICES Ccontains the fol1owing technical information: an ASCII code
chart, a sample basic formatting program, program mode carriage commands, a
decimal/hex/ASCII conversion chart, a summary of
description of the Centronics interface signal1s.

the command set, and a

The foll1owing registered trademarks are used in this manual:

Centronics is a registered trademark of Centronics Data Computer Corporation.Apple II is a registered trademark of Apple Computer Corporation.
CP/M is a registered trademark of Digital Research.
IBM is a registered trademark of IBM Corporation.
Microsoft is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation.
Radio Shack and TRS-80 are registered trademarks of Tandy Corporation.
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INSTALLING THE QUME CONNECTION CENTRONIcS MODEL 1
Instructi ons for unpacking the Qume pri nter are provided with the printer.
Follow those instructions and unpack the printer.

CAUTION

Make sure the metal shipping strap and the two mounting screws on
the bottom of the printer, and the plastic carriage restraint (on
the carriage rai1) are removedbefore youoperate the printer.

Install The QUMEMake sure the AC power to
CONNECTION in the printer.
time--the printer will be tested by itself first.
plugs into the rear of the printer, as shown in the illustrationbelow. Poweris supp1ied to the QUME CONNECTION from the printer.

the printer is turned off.
Do not connect the computer to the printer at this

The QUME CONNECTION module

Qume

0103

Installing the QUME CONNECTION in the PrinterFigure 1.
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INSTALLING THE QUME CONNECTION

TESTING THE PRINTER

This will assure youTest the printer before you connect it to your computer.that the printer works
diagnostic routine
electronic and mechanical functions.
front panel Form Feed switch.
(Termi nal
addition
printer.
troubleshooting
Termi nal Self-Test does not, there is probably a problem in the interface
module.
and not in the QUME CONNECTION module.

proper1y. Your Qume printer includes an interna
Self-Test) which printer's basic

This routine is easi1y initi ated via theThe QUME CONNECTION also provides a Self-Test
tests the QUME CONNECTION circuitry in

the
simplifies
but the

(Printer tests the

Self-Test) routine
to mechanical

procedures
verifying

The existence
the electronic functions ofand
of two Self-Test greatly

Printer Self-Testprocedures. If the executes

If neither Self-Test works, the problem is most 1ikely in the printer

Before running either of the Self-Tests, ensure that a good ribbon, a print-
wheel, and paper are installed in the printer.
12 inches wide. A WP printwheel must be installed to run the Printer Self-Test). A WP or WPS pri ntwheel can be used for the Termina1 Self-Test.
turn off the power to the printer and proceed as follows

(The paper should be at 1east

Then

Printer Self-Test
The Printer Self-Test, as shown in Figure 2, is executed by the printer's
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Figure 2. "Barber Pole" Printout from Printer Self-Test
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INSTALLING THE QUME CONNECTION

master microcomputer
electronics in your Qume printer. To initiate Printer Self Test, turn on the
power to the printer while pressing the Form Feed switch.
will perform an initialization sequence (you wil1 see the carriage move to the
left) and then will begin continuously printing 1ines of all of the characters
on the printwheel in a "barber pole" swirl.

and the printing mechani sm and supportingexercises

The Qume printer

Note that the barber pole printing will always be in 10 pitch (1
per inch).
switch.
the Form Feed switch is pressed and held as the printer completes a line of
characters.

characters
Once the printer begins printing, you can release the Form Feed

The printer wil1 continue printing until power is turned off or until

Terminal Self-Test
The Termi nal Self-Test is a more extensive diagnostic test than the Printer
Self-Test.
control microcomputer. Not only are the printing mechanisms exercised, but
the termi nal microcomputer and supporting circuits are also tested.
successful completion of Terminal Self-Test indicates that both the printer
and the QUME CONNECTION are functioning properly.

Terminal Self-Test is executed entirely by the QUME CONNECTION's

Hence,

CENTRONIC VERSION 1.2

MODULE DIP SWITCH: 1111111111

0:

INV. DATA STROBE: OFF

INHIBIT SEL/DESEL: OFF

INHIBIT DELETE: OFF

AUTO CR on LF or FFOFF
STOP PRINT ON PAPER OUT: OFF

INHIBIT PRIME: OFF

AUTO CR & LF ON RIGHT MARGIN: OFF

BIDIRECTIONAL PRINTING: OFF

TWINTELLECT: OFF

LINES PER INCH: 6

AUTO LF on CR : OFF

FORM LENGTH: 11"

CHARACTER SPACING: 10

MAIN BOARD DIP SwITCH: Xx11l111 FRONT PANEL DIP sWITCH A: 1111 SWITCH B: 0111

l: OFF X: DON T CAREON

!"St O**,-./0123456789 : ; <=> ?9ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPORSTUVWX YZI]O_°abcdefghi jklmnopqrstuvwxyz$t*_
!"#S&'O*+,-./0123456789:: <=>?4ABCDEFGH IJKLMNOPORSTUVWXYZ[ °abcdetghijklmnopgrstuvwxyzS
|! "a$t6*O*+-./0123456789:; <=> ?9ABCDEFGH IJKLMNOPORSTUVWX Y2I1O_°abcde fghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzS1 ti"is*)+,-./0123456789:<=> ?eABCDEFGH IJKLMNOPORSTUVWx YzI®]°*abcde fghi jk Imnopqrstuvwxyzs1 t"- 690-A

Character Printout from Termi nal Self-TestFigure 3.
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INSTALLING THE QUME CONNECTION

You can initiate a Terminal Self-Test by pressi ng and holding the Pause swit
while the power to the printer is turned on.
release the switch. When the QUME CONNECTION's microcomputer receives a Selee

Test command via the PAUSE SWitch, the module's microcomputer commands th
printer microcomputers to execute an initialization sequence (the carria
should move to the left side of the printer). The terminal microcomputer th
tests its Read On1y Memory (ROM) with a check sum routi ne and tests its Rand
Access Memory (RAM) by
back. If an error is detected in either ROM or RAM, the termina1's audiblalarm will sound continuously and the test wil1 halt.

Once the Self-Test begins.

and reading thewriting bit patterns into memory

The printer wil1 then
Switch settings, the current options selected, and final1y lines of all thecharacters on the printwheel.
module and the main board DIP Switches begins with the highest switch (e.g.
switch 10 on the module DIP Switch; switch 8, "X", on the main board bIF

switch) and ends with the 1owest (switch 1).switches A and B begins with swi tch 1 and ends with switch 4.

the software version number, the current D
Note that the binary representation of the

print

The printout for front panel DIP

The character printout wil1 continue until the power is turned off or untilthe PAUSE switch is pressed twice. Now, connect the printer to your computersystem as described in the next section.

HOOKING UP THE PRINTER TO YOUR cOMPUTER

The QUME cONNECTION-Centronics Model 1 interface module accepts ASCI data

in seven-bit parallel bytes
electrical connections are the same as
interfaces.

(the printer ignores
those used

the eighth bit). The

in most Centronics-type
If you have a "Centronics-type" interface, the QUME CONNECTION

Plug
now need to set

should work without any hardware modifications of your computer system.your computer interface into the
switches on the QUME CONNECTION and on the Qume printer.

QUME CONNECTION. You

The identification and timing of the parallel interface signals are describedin Appendix G.
cable or if you are designing an interface.

You need this information if you have to make a connecting

SWITCH SETTINGS

There are three sets of DIP switches which need to be set to configure tneprinter to your computer system:
1. The switches on the QUME CONNECTION modu1e set functi ons which are unquto the Centronics-type interface.with your computer. If you cannot get the printer to work With ycomputer, these switches may not be set correct1y for your system.

They primarily affect communicati0nur

2. The switches on the rear of the printer set printing functions. Forprinting, turn on switch 5 (Bidirectional Printing)Switches off.

most

and leave the otl

3. The switches behind the front panel (remove the operator access p nel
4



INSTALLING THE QUME CONNECTION

set line and character spacing, form length, and automatic line feed when
a carriage return is received.
changed. The common settings are: 11 inch form length, 12 pitch, 6 1ines
per inch spacing, and Auto Line Feed Off.

These are the functions most frequent1y

There are two important rules the printer foll ows with these switches:
The printer needs to be reset (power-up or software reset command) before
the switches are read by the printer. If you change switch settings, theprinter will not read the new setting until the printer is reset. PITCH,
AUTO LF, and 6 or 8 LINES/INCH are the only exceptions to this rule; the
printer reads the status of these switches constant1y.

1.

2. Many switch functions can also be overridden by a command sequence.
example, the Auto Line Feed functi on can be turned on or off either by
one of the DIP switches or by your computer issuing the proper command.
Commands from your computer wil1 override the switch settings. When a

function command is received from your computer, the printer does not
have to be reset. Usually you will set the function by switch.
application software may also set or change the function during a
program.

For

But some

QUME CONNECTION DIP Switches

INVERTED DATA STROBE (switch 10) - The QUME CONNECTION module has a set
The top switch is used to set the polarity of the

strobe pulse which 1atches data from your computer into the QUME

(The pulse goes from
Set the DIP switch in the OFF position
If your computer sends an active highThe printer

will not work if this switch is incorrectly set. Try the normal settingIf neither

of 10 DIP switches.
CONNECTION.

high to low and back to high).
for a normal 1ow-going pulse.
pulse as a strobe, change the setting of the DIP switch.

This pulse is normally active TTL 1ow.

f that doesn't work, try the invert setting.irst.setting works, there is some other problem.
INHIBIT SELECT/DESELECT (switch 9) When this switch is OFF, the printer
is selected or deselected whenever it receives the character 11H (DC1) or
13H (DC3) respectively. With this switch in the ON position, the 11H and
13H

characters. This switch is normally placed in the ON position.
characters are interpreted as data rather than select/deselect

INHIBIT DELETE (switch 8) - This switch selects the fate of a DELETE
character when it is received by the QUME CONNECTION.

ignored (Inhibit Delete ON) or DELETE may be used to reset the QUME
CONNECTION (an internal software reset -- the printer wil1 not 1ose a
downloaded Twintellect table but all of the printing parameters such as
tabs wi11 be 10st). Most letter quality printer software applications do
not use the DELETE character.
matrix printer may use DELETE to reset the printer.

DELETE may be

However, some software written for a dot

AUTO CR ON LF OR FF (switch 3) - When this function is selected, the
printer performs a Carriage Return (move the carriage to the left margin)
when a Line Feed or Form Feed is received. Some software applications do
not issue a Carriage Return when a Line Feed or Form Feed is issued.

5



INSTALLING THE QUME CONNECTION

Qume

O
N

INVERTED STROBE

INHIBIT SELECT/DESE LECT
INHIBIT DELETE

NOT USED

AUTO CARRIAGE RETURN ON LF & FF
STOP ON PAPER OUT

INHIBITPRIMEONSELECT
685-A

Figure 4. QUME CONNECTION DIP Switches

STOP ON PAPER OUT (switch 2) - A paper out sensor must be installed (on a

bidirectional tractor or sheet feeder accessory).
is not installed, this switch and function wil1 be ignored by the QUME

CONNECTION and printer.)
paper supply runs out.
the paper supply runs out.

If a paper out sensor
When selected, printing wil1

When not selected,
stop when the

printing will continue when

Regardless of switch position, an audiblealarm wil11 sound momentari ly when the paper supply runs out and pin 12 on

the Interface Connector will go high.
INHIBIT PRIME (switch 1) - The Prime or reset signal performs a printerinitialization (the same as power-up). When this switch is OFF and

Switch 9 (INHIBIT SELECT/DESELECT) is OFF, the printer wil1 be reset whenselected by the computer (i.e., Printer Select is active). If thisSwitch is ON (Inhibit Prime), the printer will not be reset when theprinter is selected. 0bviously, if switch 9 (INHIBIT SELECT/DESELECT) is
ON, the setting of the INHIBIT PRIME switch is immaterial; the printer
simply ignores the PRIME. Note that when the printer is initial:
of the printing parameters are reset (e.g., margins are set to ,zero,all
etc.)



INSTALLING THE QUME CONNECTION

Printer DIP Switches

There are three sets of DIP switches (one 8 position and two 4 position) which
are used to configure the printer for the requi rements of the host computer
System Figure 5 shows the 1ocation and function of these switches.

THINTELLECT SWITCHES
character sequences to be used. For most English language WP and WPS

These switches allow printwheels with special

Select Twintellecttype printwheels, these four switches should be OFF.
only if you are using a special sequence printwheel. For details refer
to the Printer Program Mode discussion in the COMMAND SET section.

When selected (on), the printer will
the

AUTO BIDIRECTIONAL PRINTING
automatically
paper).
text the same way for bidirectional printing as it does for printing inone direction.

bidirectionally
This al1ows for the fastest print speed.

(in directions acrossprint both
Your computer sends

A11 of the bidirectional work is done by the printer.
AUTO CR/LF
either the right margin or ri ght side of the printer frame,a carri agereturn/1ine feed wil1 be automatical1y generated by the printer. If notselected, the carriage wil1 remain at the right side until the computer
sends a CR/LF. (Only one 1ine feed wil1 be generated if this functionand Auto LF are both selected.)

When selected (on), and when the printer carriage reaches

There areSPACING - These two switches determine the character spacing.
four choices availabl1e: 10, 12, and 15 characters per inch (pitch) are
used for fixed spacing printwheels (WP type), and WPS for proportional
spacing printing.
same amount of space (1/10, 1/12, or 1/15 inch, as selected).
proportional spacing, the width of a character determines how much space

it requires. For example, a W requires more space than a 1.

In fixed spacing printing each character occupies the
In

6 1inesLINES PER INCH Selects 8 or 6 lines per inch vertical spacing.
per inch is common for 12 pitch printwheels.
AUTO LF - Some software programs end a 1ine of printing with a carriage
return (CR) only. Unless a line feed (LF) is also issued to the printer,
the paper will not advance.
will advance the paper one line whenever a carriage return is received--
the printer adds the Line Feed.
sent by your computer does not advance the paper at the end of a line
(i.e., a11 the 1i nes print on top of each other).

selected (on), the printerWhen Auto LF

Select this function only if the text

Set thisFORM LENGTH These four switches are set to the form 1ength.
to 11 inches for a standard size business letter.
A11 WP printwheels, used
characters
printwheels,
arranged in a different sequence. Therefore, WP printwheels must be used
with 10, 12, and 15 pitch settings and WPS printwheels must be used with
the WPS settings.
vice versa) wil1 cause the printing to be gibberish.

fixed spacing printing, have their
WPS

their characters
for

sequence on the printwheel.
have

in
used for

the same
proportiona1

arranged
spacing,

A WPS printwheel used with WP (fixed) spacing (and
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FORM
ENGTM

OFF OFFON OFF
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OFF ON OFF CF

AUTO LF ON
ON ON OFF ON 8 LINES/INCH

ON OFf OFF ON 'ON ON O 2
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FORM
LENGTH

6 LINES/INCH-

AUTO LF OFF

BACK DIP SWITCH
RESERVED TWINTELLECT

TWINTELLECT GERMAN wp.
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AUTO BIDI PRINT

AUTO CRLF

-NOT USED

ONLLLLLLLL
OFF

TWINTELLECT GERMAN WP- -AUTOCRLF

686-AAUTO BIDI PRINT

Figure 5. Printer DIP Switch Functions
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COMPUTER -PRINTER OPERATION

There are so many different computers on the market that it is impossible to
give specific instructions on getting characters from the computer to the
printer. However, here are some general suggestions which may help you:

1. The computer has to have a Centronics-type interface port to interface
with the QUME CONNECTION. (Presumab1y, that 's why you bought the QUME
CONNECTION Centronics module).

2. Most of the popular operating systems for computers (CP/M, Apple DOS,
TRS-DOS, MS-DOS, to name a few) have software for a "printer port" or
"1isting device".
your particular computer by the manufacturer or dealer so that when you
tell the computer to print, the operating system knows where in your
computer system to send the output.

The operating system should have been customized for

When you receive an operating system with your computer, you usually also
receive some type of "set-up" or "configure" program which allows you to
set-up and customize the printer
reference manual
computer for the proper output port for the printer.

Check your computer
d

output
on

port.
changingfor information configuringan your

If you have a Centronics interface port on your computer and you know itworks (e.g., you already have a working dot matrix printer and are addinga Qume letter quality printer), you should have no hardware or software
problems. Skip the rest of this page and move on to the section on Qume
printer commands.

If you have a Centronics interface port on your computer but have never
used it (e.g., this is your first printer), connect the Qume printer toyour computer as described in the previous section of this manual and
read your computer manual to learn how to send output to the printer. Ifyou have one of the fo11owing computers or software, the commands listed
below common1y cause a character to be sent to the computer's parallel
printer port:
Apple II Plus: PR#1 (s1ot 1 in the Apple) is commonly used for printeroutput; After you enter PR#1, the output will all1 be sent to slot number
1 in the Apple. The output may or may not also be sent to the monitor
screen.
Remember that al1 though the Qume printer is capable of printing upper and
1ower case characters, the Apple II requires additional software togenerate 1ower case characters for the printer.

PR#1 can be a direct command or a command within Basic.

AfterCP/M Systems: Contro1-P toggles the printer port on and off.
entering Control-P once, everything you subsequent1y type on the keyboard
should be sent to both the monitor screen and
Control-P again and the output on1y goes to the monitor screen.

Enterthe printer.

Find out how the
dealer who sold you your

The printer is probably configured as a LST: device.
printer is
computer and CP/M or from the computer manuals. Printer driver software
is not supplied by Digita1 Research as a part of CP/M.

into CP/M from theconfigured
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COMPUTER PRINTER OPERATION

Microsoft Basic: LLIST or LPRINT are commands for line printer output,
Output or program 1istings go to the printer port instead of the terminal
or monitor screen.
particular computer printer port. It sends the character for printingtoyour operating system (e.g., to CP/M), which sends it to the printerport.

Microsoft Basic does not know anything about your

When Microsoft Basic is initialized, it assumes a default printer width
of 80 characters. If you expect to print more than 80 characters acrossthe paper (the Qume printer will print more), issue the following command

(direct or in a program):
(This turns off the default printer width)WIDTH LPRINT 255

IBM Personal Computer: Pressing the Control and PrtSc keys sends output
to theprinter as wel1 as the monitor screen.
general1y the default printer port. Consult your IBM manuals for more
information.

The parallel port is

3. Try printing something simple, such as the following 1ine (written in
Microsoft Basic), and see if the computer actual1y sends characters tothe printer:
LPRINT "THE QUICK BROWN FOX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY DOG'S BACK"

(Note: In Microsoft Basic, LPRINT causes the output to be sent to the
computer's pri nter port.)
If everything is worki ng in the computer, the printer should print the1ine. Move on to the Programming the QUME CONNECTION discussion if theprinter successfully

get the printer to printIf you cannotcomputer prob1 em
right), or you may be using the wrong computer commands.

anything, you either have a

working(the computer hardware or software is not

If you ran the Terminal Self-Test and it ran OK, the chances are veryslim that the problem is in the QUME CONNECTION or Qume Printer.
and nothing happened but you can still entercomputer is not hung up), the operating systemIf you tried to printCommands (1.e., theprobably ignored the print command or couldn't fi nd a printer port. This

is most 1ikely computer-software related or else the QUME CONNECTION is
ignoring the data. Make sure the computer printer strobe is going to the
QUME CONNECTI ON strobe 1ine.

If you tried to print and the computer hangs up (i.e., no key worksexcept Reset on the computer), it probably means that the computer foundthe printer port, but that it is reading the Printer Ready 1ine as "NotReady" and waiting. This is most 1ikely hardware-interface related.
Compare the interface connector information
printer port specifications in your computer reference manual to make
sure that the pin the computer expects to see as Printer Ready is theQUME CONNECTION Printer Ready.

in Appendix G with the

10



COMPUTER PRINTER OPERATION

PRINTING CHARACTERS

A 96 character Qume pri nter has a printwheel with 96 characters.
computer sends the pri nter any of the 94 ASCII codes 21 through 7E hex, the
corresponding character is printed.
case.
unique; SPACE
reset the printer. Consequent1y, a two code ESCape sequence is used to print
the characters located at position 002 and 004 on the printwheel. See Special
Character Printing in the COMMAND SET discussion for details.

When your

For example, 41 hex prints an upper
The two remaining ASCII codes, SPACE (20 hex) and DELETE (7F hex), are

is rea11y a motion command and DELETE is frequently used to

THE QUME cONNECTION AND OTHER PRINTER COMPATIBILITY

The fol1owing table describes the compatibility between the QUME CONNECTION
and various other printers:

CompatibilityPrinter
The QUME CONNECTION wil1 work properly with software
written for the Sprint 5 and Sprint 9/45-55. Unlike
Qume's serialCentronics module cannot respond to STATUS REQUEST
Commands.
the command set of the QUME CONNECTION as described
in the following section.

Other Qume printers:
Sprint 5
Sprint9/45-55 the QUME CONNECTIONprinters,

Several new commands have been added to

QUME CONNECTION will print all letters, numbers, andstandard symbols (such as !0#$z¢&*()+=""?/.,). Most
specia1
CONNECTION DIP switch section for details.

TTY: (e.g. Teletype
Corp. Model 33)

codes are ignored (see the QUMEcontro1

QUME CONNECTION will print all 1etters, numbers, and
standard symbols.
RETURN, and FORM FEED are recognized. Al1 other dot
matrix speci al commands (such as elongated character
printing)
functions by Qume.

Dot Matrix printers: SPACE, FEED, CARRIAGELINE

differentforusedignored orare

QUME CONNECTION uses some of the same commands, but
some are different. In general, you cannot use a
software driver written for a Diablo printer with a

Qume printer.
set, a notation is given after each command which
indicates whether the Qume command is al so used by
the Diablo 630 "Generic daisy
frequent 1y
both Qume and Diablo.

Diablo printers:.(such as Model 630)

In the description of the command

software" is
commands common to
he el

written which uses

11





PROGRAMMING THE QUME CONNECTION

QUME PRINTER COMMANDS AND SOFTHARE COMPATIBILITY

The command set used in the QUME CONNECTION is an expanded version of the
commands used in Qume Sprint 5 and Sprint 9/45-55 terminal printers.
software which drives any of these printers will run without modification on

the QUME CONNECTION.

Any

To take advantage of the extensive command set in the QUME CONNECTION, the
computer software needs to know the commands.

If you are primarily an end user of software, you may be able to "customi ze"
your software to use some of the QUME CONNECTION commands. It is unlikely youwill be able to make any major changes unless you have the source code to the
software. Consult the software program manual to find out if the software canbe customized. You would first run an installation program and select the
Qume option (Sprint 5 or Sprint 9/45-55). That procedure initializes yoursoftware with the basic Qume Sprint 5 or Sprint 9/45-55 commands, which are
subsets of the QUME CONNECTION command set. After that, if possible, you maybe able to add several of the QUME CONNECTION commands.
are not used by the Spri nt 5 are identified in the Command Index on page 16
with asterisks (*) by the commands.

The commands which

If you write software, the command set is described in the next section.
notation is given at the end of each command indicating the compatibility of
the command with Qume Sprint 5 and Sprint 9/45-55 terminal printers as well as
Diablo 630 printers.

A

The format is as follows
The command is used by the Qume Sprint 9/45-55 terminal printer.
The command is used by the Qume Sprint 5 termi nal printer.
The command causes the same function to happen on the Di

9

D - blo 630.

If there is no notation (e.g., the 5 is missing), it means the command isnot used by that printer. A missing "D" for Diablo also means that the
command may be used by Diablo for another printer function.
For example, (9,D) mean
9/45-55 and Di ablo 630 printers, but not by the Qume Sprint 5.

that the command is used by the Qume Sprint
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THE COMMAND SET

This section describes in detail the Qume Connection program commands.
mentioned in the PREFACE, your application may not require a working knowledge
of these program commands.
processing program, the software manufacturer may have already incorporated
those commands required to drive the printer.
your Qume printer for a variety of applications and wil1 want to know how to
select special printing features such as bold printing and graphics.
fall into this latter category, study the following sections carefully.

As

For example, if you are using a prepackaged word
Many of you, however, will use

If you

In addition to the printable characters, there are over eighty commands which
are recognized by the Qume Connection, ranging from SPACE
UNDERSCORE.
may also be sequences of two, three, four or more (e.g., re1ative motioncommands, tab lists, downloads) codes.
would send the printer the ESCAPE code (hex 1B) fol1owed by one or more codes
which tell the printer what to do.

AUTOMATIC
Commands

to
Commands may be a single code, e.g., LF (1ine feed).

For the multiple code commands, you
Some examples are:

ESC+ The two code command for setting the top margin.ESC SUBI
ESC F dl d2
two codes, dl and d2, to tel1 the printer the 1ength.

three code comand for initializing the printer.A four code command for setting form length. You supply

Most commands begin with the ESCape character (18 hex, 27 dec).
character tells the printer that
commands.

printer parameters
identified as dl,, d2, nl, etc.

The ESCape
next character or two are special

Codes are variables which pass
These are

the
fourthThe third and possibly

such as vertical and horizontal distances.

When commands are sent, the printer can distinquish between upper and 1 ower
case.
for an upper case letter.If the command cal1s for upper case, the computer must send the codeESC E is not the same as ESC e.
COMMAND FORMAT

Commands are presented in three forms:
1. ASCII CODES: ESC+means that the ASCII ESCape code is sent, and then a

sign character is sent. These symbols may appear on your
keyboard. To clarify our examples we show a space between characters; do
not send this space as part of the command.
DECIMAL CODES: The equivalent decima1 values for the command are given.
send these values (the ESC + command) to the printer as follows:
Ihis is useful for Basic programmers. ESCape is27 decimal, and a plus
sign is 43 decimal. A program using Microsoft Basic conventions would

LPRINT CHR$(27);CHR$(43);
.HEX CODES: Hex values for the command re given. For ESC + the hex codesare 1B and 2B.

15



THE COMMAND SET

Commands are organi zed in this manual according to the fol1owi ng table.
comands
category. An asterisk (*) indicates that the command is not used by the O
Sprint 5.

SoMe

into more than onsrepeated because they 1ogically fallare

Table 1. Command Organization
PAGE

MARGIN cOMMANDS
*
*

.18

.18
18.18
...18
.19
..19
.20
...20
....20
...20

Set Top Margin: ESC +
Set Bottom Margin: ESC
Set Left Margin: ESC 9

Set Right Margin: ESC ..Right Margin Control On: ESC 0 ..*Right Margin Control 0ff: ESC Y ..LINESPACING (VERTICAL) COMMANDS.....
Define Vertical Spacing Increments: ESC L dl d2 . .
Alt. Define Vert. Spacing Increments: ESC RS (distance + 11).
Set Form Length: ESC F dl d2
Auto Carriage Return/Line Feed On: ESC W ...Auto Carriage Return/Line Feed Off: ESC Z

Auto Li ne Feed On: ESC comma
Auto Li ne Feed Off: ESC period

CHARACTER SPACING (HORIZONTAL) COMMANDS 22

22

.22
. ..22
.22

Define Horizontal Space Increments: ESC E dl d2
Define Horizontal Space Increments Alt. : ESC US (distance +
WPS On: ESC $

WPS Off: ESC % .*
TAB COMMANDS

Set Horizontal Tab Stop: ESC 1 .
Clear Horizontal Tab Stop: ESC 8.
Clear A11 Horizontal Tab Stops: ESC 2

Set Tab List: ESC ( 1ist
Clear Tab List: ESC ) 1ist

3

.23
25PAPER MOVEMENT (VERTICAL MOTION) COMMANDS.

Line Feed: LF
Negative Line Feed: ESC LF
Half Line Feed: ESC U ..Negative Half Line Feed: ESC D

Auto Carriage Return/Line Feed On: ESC W ..Auto Carriage Return/Line Feed Off: ESC Z ..Absolute Vertical Tab to a Line Number: ESC P dl d2
Absolute Vertical Tab to a Line Number Alt.: ESC VT (distance + 1) ..26
Relative Vertical (Paper Feed) Motion: ESC V nl n2 n3 ....

25

.26

.27
.27
.28
Zö

.28

Form Feed: FF..CARRIAGE MOVEMENT (HORIZONTAL MOTION) COMMANDS..Horizontal Tab: HT...Absolute Horizontal Tab to a Column Number: ESC C dl d2 ...Absolute Horizontal Tab to a Col umn Number Alternate: ESC HT
(distance + 1) ...Relative Horizontal Motion: ESC H nl n2 n3 ...Backward Print: ESC 6

Forward Print: ESC 5 ...Auto Bidirectional Printing On: ESC < .

.29

.29
29
29
30

16



THE COMMAND SET

PAGE

Auto Bidirectional Printing Off: ESC> 30
30
.31
.31
31

Space: SP
Backspace: BS
Backspace 1/120": ESC BS

Carriage Return: CR
PRINTING COMMANDS.
*Underscore On: ESC I .. 32

.32

.32

.32
34
.32
.33
.33
.34
34
.34
34
34
35
35
5
3.
37
38
38
38
41
.41
41
.41
.42
42
,42
.43
.43
43
.43
.43
43
43
.44
.45
.45

Underscore Off: ESC J ..Bold Overprint On: ESC K d
*

Bold Overprint 0ff: ESC Md
Shadow Print On: ESC Q ..ShadowPrint 0ff: ESCR.
No Print On: ESC S
No Print Off: ESC T .*

GRAPHICS COMMANDS ....Graphics On 1/60": ESC 3

Graphics On 1/120" : ESC G

Graphics 0ff (al1): ESC 4 ..No Carri age Movement on Next Character: ESC N .
PRINTER PROGRAM MODES

Shift to Program Mode: ESC SO

Enter Secondary Mode: ESC # ....Program Mode Carriage Motion: US d.
Return to Normal Mode: ESC SI ..Enable Twintellect Down1oad Table: ESC a e

Disable Twintellect Download Table: ESC a d ...Down1oad or Modify Twintellect Table: ESC a <data>
PRINTER COMMANDS ..Bel1: BEL ..Force Execution: ESC x. .*Initialize Printer (Restore): ESC SUB I or ESC CR P ..
SHEET FEEDER COMMANDS ... ...... .Sheet Insert From Tray One: ESC i ..Sheet Eject: ESC e ..
*
*
TEST COMMANDS. ..Terminal Self-Test: ESC SUB S0...
Enter User Test Mode: ESC ® T..Perform User Test Once: STX
Perform User Test Continuous1y: SOH
Halt Continuous User Test: ENQ
Return to Normal Mode: ESC SISPECIAL CHARACTER PRINTING *.Print Position 004: ESC SP...
Print Position 002: ESC /...
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THE COMMAND SET

MARGIN cOMMANDS

ASCII CHAR: HEX/DECIMACOMMAND:

1BH,2BH/27,43
1BH,2DH/27,45

SET TOP MARGIN: ESc+
SET BOTTOM MARGIN: ESC

These commands establish the top and bottom margins anywhere within the

form 1ength (the top margin cannot go below the bottom margin, obviously

When the printer is powered up or initialized, the printer assumes the

paper is at the top of form (the top edge of the paper); the default
bottom margin is the form length set by the printer DIP switches.
the top margin, the computer system sends a series of 1ine feed commands

which move the paper until the desired top margin 1ine (the first line ofactual printing) has been reached.
MARGIN command. For example, if the top margin is to be 12 1ines down

from the top of the paper, the computer sends 12 Line Feeds to the printer
then sends a SET TOP MARGIN command.
formatting program that shows how to set the margin.

To set

Then the computer issues a SET TOP

Appendix B provides a simple Basic

To set the bottom margin, the computer sends a series of 1ine feeds which
correspond to the maximum number of 1ines
assuming we are starting from the top margin, just set.)paper to where the bottom margin (1ast 1ine of pri nt) should be. Now the
computer sends a SET BOTTOM MARGIN Command. When the printer recei ves a

paper feed command (incl uding FORM FEED) which would advance the paper to
the bottom margin, the printer will automatical1y advance the paper to the
next top margin. It is not possible to print on the bottom margin.

to be allowed on a page

That moves the

SET TOP MARGIN and SET B0TTOM MARGIN commands are not affected by 1ine
spacing commands. (9)

SET LEFT MARGIN: ESC 9
SET RIGHT MARGIN: ESC

1BH,39H/27,57
1BH,30H/27,48

These commands set the left and right margins in the same way the top and
The computer first issues a CARRIAGE RETURN

command to move the carriage to the left most printing position (column
Then the

bottom margins are set.

0), if the carriage is not already there from a power up.
Computer sends horizontal move commands (such as SPACE) tocarriage to the desired column and sends a SET LEFT MARGIN command.

move the

To set the right margin, the computer sends horizontal move commands (suchas a SPACE to move the carriage to the desired column for the rightmargin and then sends a SET RIGHT MARGIN command.

At power-up or printer initialization, the 1eft margin is the leftmost
the right

The carriage wil11 return to the left margin fol1owinga
printing
sideframe.

0),position (column the ri ghtand margin is
CARRIAGE RETURN, but the carriage can still be moved beyond the lermargin with BACK SPACE and other leftward carriage move commands.

18



THE COMMAND SET

SET LEFT MARGIN and SET
character spacing commands . (5,9,D)

RIGHT MARGIN commands are not affected by

RIGHT MARGIN CONTROL ON: ESC 0 (letter)
RIGHT MARGIN CONTROL OFF: ESC Y 1BH,4FH/27,79

1BH,59H/27,89

If Right Margin Control is 0N, the carriage will automatically perform a
CARRIAGE RETURN after reaching the right margin Hot Zone.
The Hot Zone is a space equa1 to 5 character spaces preceding the rightA CARRIAGE RETURN and LINE FEED will be executed as soon as the

If a SPACE is not encountered inthe Hot Zone, then the CARRIAGE RETURN and LINE FEED wil1 execute as soon

If no SPACE occurs, then theCARRIAGE RETURN and LINE FEED wil1 execute upon reaching the end of the
margin 1ocation is not affected by the

margin.
first SPACE occurs within the Hot Zone.
as a SPACE Occurs after the right margin.
platen. Note that the ri ghthorizontal space increment definition (column width, pitch).
RIGHT MARGIN CONTROL commands are not affected by the AUTO LF mode. (5,9)
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THE COMMAND SET

LINESPACING (VERTICAL)COMMANDS

DEFINE VERTICAL SPACING (LINE FEED) INCREMENTS: EsC L dl d2 1BH,4CH/27,16

Norma11y, the 1ine feed distance is set by the printer which reads thoDIP
initialization.command from the computer.

(6
.
or 8 1ines per inch) uponSwitches ne

or printerHowever, 1ine feed distance may also be set by a software
power up

This four code command is used to define the line feed distance in 1/43
inch increments
distance in 1/48 inch increments.

To find dl and d2 you must first know the line feed
For example, 3 inches = 144/48 inches.

dl is the hex equiva1ent of the tens; d2 is the ones.
In theexample above, there are 14 tens in 144. (The integer of 144/10 is14.) 14 decimal = E hex. Hence, dl is E.Computer
characters.
conversion is necessary since 0 to 9 is the same in hex or decimal.

d2 is 4.
a sequence of

Consequently, the
four ASCII

no hex
sends the printer ESC L E 4,

When the 1ine feed distance is 99/48 inch or less,

Invalid parameters are ignored; maximum distance is 159/48 inches.
either dl or d2 is zero, the digit 0 must be entered.example, send 09 and not 9.

If
You must, for

(5,9)

This command does not affect the margins or the absolute value of the form
length.

DEFINE VERTICAL SPACING (LINE FEED) INCREMENTS,
ALTERNATE: ESC RS (distance + 1) 18H,1EH/27,30

This command provides another method of defining 1ine spacing, but the
maximum distance is 125/48 inch.
For example, 1/4 inch 12/48 inch. Add 1 to 12 13. The computer sends
ESC RS (13), or 18 1E OD hex.

The equival ent Basic command would be LPRINT CHR$(27);CHR$(30);CHR$(13):

(5,9,D)

SET FORM LENGTH: ESC F dl d2 1BH,46H/27,70

Norma11y, form length is set by the printer DIP switches, which are readon power-up or pri nter initialization. However, the form 1ength may also
be set by software command from the computer.
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THE COMMAND SET

Form length may be a distance of 1/6 inch to 127/6
inches).
INCREMENTS above, except that 1/6 inch increments are used, not 1/48 inch.

inches (21 1/6
FEEDdl and d2 are determined the way as the LINEsame

d1 represents the hex character of the tens. d2 is the ones.
For example, a form length of 17 inches = 102/6 inches.
and 2 ones.

2. The computer sends ESC FA 2.

102 has 10 tens
Therefore, dl A (the hex equi valent of 10 decima1), and d2

Whenever the form length is changed, the current vertical position is set
as the top of form and the top margin.
end of form.

The bottom margin is set at the

before the SET FORM LENGTHNote that sent,command is you should
physical1ly adjust the paper to the top of form because the printer is
going to assume the current paper 1ocation is top of form. (5,9)

1BH,57H/27,87
1BH,5AH/27,90

AUTO CARRIAGE RETURN/LINE FEED ON: ESC H
AUTO CARRIAGE RETURN/L INE FEED OFF: ESC Z

Normal 1y, this function is selected by a printer DIP switch.
may also select or change this function.

The computer

Selecting AUTO CARRIAGE RETURN/LINE FEED (on) will cause the printer to
automatically perform a CARRIAGE RETURN and a LINE FEED when the carriage
reaches the ri ght margin (or right printer side if right margin is notset).

If the printer is in either Graphics mode, the Auto Carriage Return/LineFeed mode is ignored. (5,9)

1BH,2CH/27,44
1BH,2EH/27,46

AUTO LINE FEED N: ESC comma
AUTO LINE FEED OFF: ESC period

Normal1y, this function is selected by a printer DIP switch.
may also select or change the function.

The computer

When AUTO LINE FEED is selected (ON) and the printer receives a CARRIAGE
RETURN, the printer wil1 also perform a LINE FEED. This is an extremely
useful function if the computer sends only a CARRIAGE RETURN at the end ofa line. If this function is selected and the computer sends a CR and LF,
the printer wi11 add another LF and double space the print. (5,9)
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CHARACTER SPACING (HORIZONTAL) COMMANDS

DEFINE HORIZONTAL SPACE INCREMENTS: ESC E dl d2 1BH,45H/27,69

This command changes the distance the carri age moves after a character ic
printed or whenever the computer issues a SPACE or BACKSPACE Command

This distance is normally determined by the pitch setting from the printar
DIP Switches.
carriage moves 1/10 inch. In WPS mode carriage movement is proportional
to the width of the character,
cause the carriage to move 1/12 inch.

For 10 pitch (10 characters per inch) printwheels, the
and SPACE and BACKSPACE commands always

The distance of this horizontal movement is changed by the computer whena
DEFINE HOR IZONTAL SPACE INCREMENT command is issued.
override the previous
increment of 159/120" is possible.

This command wil1
A maximum(DIP command).setting switch or

dl and d2 are determined in the same way as the line feed spacing, except
that the distances are in 1/120 inch instead of 1/48 inch.

dl represents the hex character of the tens; d2 is the ones.

Since this command defines spacing, it will also affect the location oftabs. For further important information on this subject, refer to the
HORIZONTAL TAB STOP command description. (5,9)

DEFINE HORIZONTAL SPACE INCREMENTS
ALTERNATE: ESC US (distance + 1) 1BH,1FH/27,31

This command defines
VERTICAL SPACING (LINE FEED) INCREMENT, ALTERNATE works.The horizontal
distance is measured in 1/120 inches.
increment of 125/120".
INCREMENTS,

parameter in this command. (5,9,D)

SPACE distance the same way the ALTERNATEthe

This command allows a maximum

Refer to the DEFINE VERTICAL SPACING (LINE FEED)

ALTERNATE section for details on calcul ating the distance

1BH,24H/27,36
1BH,25H/27,37

MPS ON: ESC $

WPS OFF: ESC

is determined by the setting of the
The pitch must match the type of printwheel used.

printwheels are used for

Normal 1y, pitch (character spacing)
printer DIP Switches.
WP printheels use 10, 12, or 15 pitch; WPS

proportional space printing and must use the WPS setting. Proportiond
spacing means that the space a character occupies depends on the wiatn
the character. For example, the letter M is wider than the nuberltherefore, the carriage moves more for an M than for a 1. Using9 th
commands, your computer can turn WP on or off. Note that these commands

take precedence over the setting of the pitch DIP switches.
Columns are established and defined at 12 pitch or accordingHORIZONTAL SPACING INCREMENTS command.

to the
DEFINE

(9,D)
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TAB COMMANDS

1BH,31H/27,49
1BH,38H/27,56

SET HORIZONTAL TAB STOP: ESC 1
CLEAR HORIZONTAL TAB STOP: ESC 8

The Qume printer has electronic tabs in the same way a typewriter has
the tabs by

Tabs are column dependent, and their physical position across
or clearstops. Themechanical tab computer setmay

command.
the page will be a function of the pitch setting (character spacing). For
example:

- At 10 pitch there are a total of 132 possible tabs.
- At 12 pitch there are a total of 158 possib1e tabs.
- At 15 pitch there are a total of 197 possible tabs.
Tabs wil1 always track the pitch setting. A tab set at col umn 50 will
always be at col umn 50.
the pitch is changed to 10 characters per inch, the tab wil1 be moved
beyond the right end of the platen since there are only 132 tab positions
at 10 pitch. In this case, a tab to col umn 150 will cause the carriage to
move to column 132, or the last column on the page.
this effect when changing pitch (character spacing). Remember that the
printer stores the tabs as col umn numbers and not as physical locations.
The maximum number for a tab stop column is 200.
cannot be used for tab stops.

If a tab is set for col umn 150 at 12 pitch, and

You should anticipateCat

er t:
Columns after number 200

To set a tab stop, the computer moves the carriage to the desired column
and then
individual tab stop, a CLEAR HORIZONTAL TAB STOP is sent instead of the
SET command.

issues the SET HORIZONTAL TAB STOP To clear ancommand.

ALTF
hori"

(5,9,D)

CLEAR ALL HORIZONTAL TAB STOPS: ESC 2 18H,32H/27,50
dis

This command wi11 clear al1 horizontal tab stops. The printer clears the
tab stops by erasing a table in its memory.
cleared following a restore command or when the printer is powered up.
(5,9,D)

Tab stops wil1 also be

SET TAB LIST: ESc 1ist
CLEAR TAB LIST: ESC ) 1ist

1BH,28H/27,40
1BH,29H/27,41

This command al1ows the computer to set or clear up to 159 tabs at one
To imp1 ement the SET TAB LIST function, the computer transmits ESC

(, and then fol1ows with a series of two digit values from 00 to F9, where
the first character is the hex equivalent of the tens and the second is

This value is not a hex value (e.g., F0 is NOT 240 decima1) but
Each value

After each value, the
computer must transmit an ASCII comma, and the last value must be fol1owed

USe

POr time.

the ones.
the same value used in the vertical 1ine spacing command.
represents a column where a tab is to be set.
by an ASCII period.
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For example:

Set tab stops at columns 05, 43, 79 104, 109 (all decimal ).
- The characters to be sent wil11 be 05, 43, 79, A4, A9.
- The

command is ESC ( 0 5
,
4 3, 7 9, A 4 , A 9.

- In Basic, the command would be as foll1ows:

LPRINT CHR$(27);CHR$ (40);"05,43,79,A4,A9."

Tab stops set in this manner are subject to the same factors that affect tha
SET HORIZONTAL TAB STOP command. Refer
important details.
(5,9)

that command description for
Tab stops set in this manner may be Tisted in any order.

to
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PAPER MOVEMENT (VERTICAL MOTION) COMMANDS

OAH/10LINE FEED: LF

Paper is moved one linespace.
one of the fol1owing:

The 1ine feed distance is determined by

- LINE SPACE Switch setting
- DEFINE VERTICAL SPACE INCREMENT ESC L (d1) (d2)
DEFINE VERTICAL SPACE INCREMENT, ALTERNATE ESC RS (n)

In both GRAPHICS ON modes (1/60" and 1/120") LINE FEED distance equals
1/48". (5,9,D)

1BH,OAH/27,10NEGATIVE LINE FEED: ESC LF

This command will cause the paper to move backward to the previous
1ine.
which define the 1ine feed distance. In both GRAPHICS ON modes (1/60"
and 1/120") negative 1ine feed distance equals 1/48".

The negative 1i ne feed distance is determined by the s ame commands
(5,9,D)

1BH,55H/27,851/2 LINE FEED: ESC U

This command is frequently used for
If the 1ine feed distance has been defined as an odd number

Paper is moved one-half 1inespace.
subscripts.
of 1/48 inch increments, then a 1/2 LINE FEED command will move paper
half
increment. (5,9,D)

rounded down to the1ine feed distance next 1 owest 1/48"the

18H,44H/27,68NEGATIVE 1/2 LINE FEED: ESC D

Paper is moved one half linespace in the direction opposite to a LINE
FEED operation.
the 1ine feed distance has been defined as an odd number of 1/48 inch
increments, then a NEGATIVE 1/2 LINE FEED command wil1 move paper one
half
increment.

This command is frequent1y used for superscripts. If
next 1owest 1/48"the 1ine feed distance rounded down to the

(5,9,0)

AUTO CARRIAGE RETURN/LINE FEED 0N: ESC W

AUTO CARRIAGE RETURN/LINE FEED OFF: ESC Z
1BH,57H/27,87
1BH,5AH/27,90

CARRIAGE RETURN/LINE FEED ON command causes the printer to
automatically issue a carriage return/line feed when the printer carriage

Ifthis command is turned OFF, the carriage remains at the right side of the
Note that only one line

The AUTO

reaches either the right margin or right side of the printer frame.

printer frame until the computer sends a CR/LF.
feed is generated if both this function and AUTO LF are both selected.(5,9)
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1BH,50/27,80ABSOLUTE VERTICAL TAB TO A LINE NUMBER: ESC P d1 d2

This
command moves paper either up or down to a line number specifit

d1 d2, a

1ocations.
ones, respectively (the same

earlier).
example, to move the paper to Line 117:

digit number which can define a maximu of 127 linatwo
d1 and d2 are the hex value of the tens and the value of thethe LINE SPACE INCREMENT value usedas
Line numbering begins at the Top of Form, Line 00. For

dl is 11 tens, or B in hex; d2 is 7. The command is ESC P B 7.

This command is directly or indirect1y affected by the following:

LINE SPACE switch setting
DEFINE VERTICAL SPACE INCREMENT: ESC L d1 d2
DEFINE VERTICAL SPACE INCREMENT, ALTERNATE: ESC RS (n)
FORM LENGTH SWitch settings
SET FORM LENGTH: ESC F dl d2
SET BOTTOM MARGIN: ESC -
SET TOP MARGIN: ESC + (5,9)

ABSOLUTE VERTICAL TAB TO A LINE NUMBER

ALTERNATE: ESC VT (distance + 1) 1BH,0BH/27,11

This method of movi ng the paper to a line number uses the samemethodas
the alternate method of specifying the 1ine spacing used earlier.
command defines a maximum 1ine number of 125.

The

For the example, to move the paper to line 117, the Basic command is

LPRINT CHR$(27);CHR$ (11);CHR$(118);

This command is directly or indirectly affected in the same manner as the
ABSOLUTE VERTICAL TAB TO A LINE NUMBER: ESC P d1 d2 command. (5,9,0)
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RELATIVE VERTICAL (PAPER FEED) MOTION: ESC V nl n2 n3 18H,56H/27,86

This command moves paper up or down in increments of 1/48", to a maximum
the hex value of the distance

The characters used for the hex value
(37.3").of 1791/48"

represented by 3 ASCII characters.are offset by an ASCII bias:

nl n2 n3 is

1. nl is the number of 256's plus: ASCII '@ (40 hex), for right or up;
ASCII P' (50 hex), for left or down.

2. n2 is the number of 16's plus ASCII '0' (40 hex).

3. n3 is the number of ones plus ASCII '0' (40 hex).

Our example wil1 show how to move the paper up a distance of 10 inches

(5,9)

(from its current 1ine number) .
1. First determi ne the number of 1/48" in 10": 480.

2. 480 (1 x 256) + (14 x 16) +(0 x 1). The three values will be based
on the underlined numbers 1, 14, and 0.

3. Convert 1, 14, and 0 decímal to hex base: 1-1, 14-E, 0=0.

4. Add 40 hex: 1+40-41 (the nl value). E+40=4E (the n2 value);

5. The command is ESC V A N 0, or hex: 18 56 41 4E 40

These two
steps converted 480 decimal to 1E0 hex.

0+40-40 (the n3 value).

OCH/12FORM FEED: FF

If top and bottomThis command moves paper to the next top of form.
margins are set, the paper will move to the topmarginof the next form.The form 1ength distance is determi ned by one of the followi ng:

- FORM LENGTH switch setting(printer DIP switches)
- SET FORM LENGTH: ESC F dl d2 program command.

A FORM FEED wi11 terminate the Underscore mode.

If Qume's Mechanical Sheetfeeder is installed on the printer, a FORM FEED
command will automatically eject the sheet ofpaper currently in the
printer, 1oad the next sheet of paper, and move the loaded sheet of paperto the desired print position. (5,9,D)
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CARRIAGE MOVEMENT (HORIZONTAL MOTION) COMMANDS

HORIZONTAL TAB: HT 09H/9

This command causes the carriage to move to the first set tab stop to +he
right.

If no tab stops have been set to the right of the current carriage
position, the carriage wil1 move to the end of the platen. (5,9,D)

ABSOLUTE HORIZONTAL TAB TO A COLUMN NUMBER: ESC C dl d2 1BH,43H/27,67

This command works the same way as the ABS0LUTE VERTICAL TAB TO A LINE
NUMBER command. This command moves the carriage to a specific column

d1 d2 is a two digit number that can
dl is the hex val ue of the tens; d2

As an example, to move the carriage to column
with the range of 0 to 159.represent any column in this range.
is the value of the ones.
number 130:

d1 is 13, which is hex C. d2 is 0.

The command is ESC cC0. In Basic: LPRINT CHR$(27);"ccO"
An ABSOLUTE HORIzONTAL TAB TO ACol umns are space distant dependent.

COLUMN NUMBER is therefore affected by the same switches and set-up and

define commands that affect the SPACE Command.
command for detailed information. Any attempt to tab to a column number
beyond the right end of the pl aten wi11 cause the carriage to move to the
right end of the platen.

Refer to the SPACE

In the WPS mode, columns are defined at 12 pitch or according to the
DEFINE HOR IZONTAL SPACING INCREMENTS command.

HORIZONTAL TAB commands are affected by, or affect, the following:
- SET HORIZONTAL TAB STOP : ESC 1.
- TAB SET LIST: ESC ( 1ist
- DEFINE HORIZONTAL SPACING INCREMENTS: ESCE dl d2
- DEFINE HORIZONTAL SPACING INCREMENTS, ALTERNATE: ESC US n

- PITCH switch
- Motion minimization
- AUTO UNDERSCORE mode. (5,9)
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ABSOLUTE HORIZONTAL TAB TO A COLUMN NUMBER
ALTERNATE: ESC HT (column number + 1) 1BH,09H/27,9

This command moves the carriage to a specific column within the range of
0 to 125. For example, the following Basic commands move the carriage to
column 56.

DISTANCE =56 1
LPRINT CHR$(27);CHR$(9);CHR$(DISTANCE); (5,9,D)

1BH,48H/27,72RELATIVE HORIZONTAL CARRIAGE MOTION: ESC H nl n2 n3

This command works the
Command.
1/120" increments between 0/120" and 1584/120".
the RELATIVE VERTI CAL MOTION command to determi ne nl n2 n3.

way as the RELATIVE VERTICAL MOTION
This command moves the carri age left or ri ght any number of

Refer to the examples in

same

Commands which would cause the carriage to move beyond the platen 1imits
are ignored. Motion minimization is in effect. (5,9)

BACKWARD PRINT: ESC 6 1BH,36H/27,54

carriage motion direction. The BACK
The HORIZONTAL

This command reverses the normal
SPACE will cause the carriage to move from left to right.
TAB, RELATIVE HORIZONTAL CARRIAGE MOTION, and ABSOLUTE HORIZONTAL TAB
commands are not affected.
vertical motion direction.

In addition, this command does not alter any

This command is terminated by the FORWARD PRINT command or a CARRIAGE
RETURN command.
printing, the carriage wil1 return to the left margin. (5,9,D)If the CARRIAGE RETURN is used to terminate backward

FORWARD PRINT: ESc 5 18H,35H/27,53

This command is used to terminate the BACKWARD PRINT mode commands.
(5,9,D)
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AUTO BIDIRECTIONAL PRINTING ON: ESC <
AUTO BIDIRECTIONAL PRINTING OFF: ESC

18H,3CH/27,60
1BH,3EH/27,62

These commands place the printer in the Automatic Bidirectional Ppint.
mode.
function may also be selected or changed by the computer.

This function is normally selected by a DIP switch, but

The printer is more efficient if it prints in both directi ons.this recei ved characters are stored in a buffer in the printer untilCARRIAGE RETURN or LINE FEED character is recei ved (indicating the endof
a 1ine of text)).
bidirectional mode to work the printer buffer has to be kept partially
full. If the printer processes al1 of the characters in the buffer, itwill move the carriage back to the left margin when it finds the CARRIAGE

RETURN character.
system it is al1 done inside the printer.turned off either by the DIP switch on the printer or by this command.

To do

Then the printer actual1y prints the 1ine. For the

None of this work is of any concern to your computerBidirectional printing may be

The AUTO BIDIRECTIONAL PRINTING command takes precedence over the setting
of the AUTO BIDIRECTIONAL PRINTING SWitch. Also that whennote
UNDERSCORE ON or tabs are used, the carriage moves only from left to
right. (9)

SPACE: SP 20H/32

This is the standard command which moves the carriage one space (between
words, for example). There is nothing comp1 icated about the command but

the printer follows rules in determining how far and in what direction
the carriage is going to be moved:

- The PITCH Switch determi nes the distance off a column width. In 10 pitch
the distance will be 1/10 inch; for 12 pitch 1/12 inch; for 15 pitch 1/15inch; for WPS (proportional spacing) 1/12 inch.
BEFINE HORIZONTAL
switch or the previous setting.

SPACING INCREMENT commands will override the pitch

- A SPACE in the BACKWARD PRINT mode wi11 move the carriage to the left.

- Commands which affect the SPACE distance and direction are:
AUTO CARRIAGE RETURN/L INE FEED switch
AUTO BIDIRECTIONAL PRINTING Switch
AUTO BIDIRECTIONAL PRINTING ON: ESC <
BACKWARD PRINT: ESC 6, or FORWARD PRINT: ESC 5
AUTO CARRIAGE RETURN/LINE FEED ON ESC W

GRAPHICS ON 1/60": ESC 3,
RIGHT MARGIN CONTROL ON: ESC 0

or GRAPHICS ON 1/120": ESC G (5,9,0)
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08H,8BACKSPACE: BS

opposite
Norma11y BS moves the carriage to the left (except

carriage to move one space in thecommand causes theThis
direction of SPACE.
in backward print mode). Back space distance and direction are affected
by the same control switches and commands as the SPACE command.
that in the WPS mode, all backspace commands are fixed at 1/12".
confuse backspace with DELETE or RUBOUT. (5,9,D)

Note
Do not

1BH,08H/27,8BACKSPACE 1/120": ESC BS

This command causes the carriage to move 1/120" (norma11y to the left).
using BACKSPACE providestheSetting

equivalent movement.
horizontal increment to 1 and

(5,9,D)

ODH/13CARRIAGE RETURN: CR

This command causes the
Command

This is the standard "end of 1ine" command.
carriage to move
terminates the following printer modes:

The CARRIAGE RETURNthe left margin.to

GRAPHICS ON, 1/60": ESC 3

GRAPHICS ON, 1/120" : ESC G;
BACKWARD PRINT: ESC 6

The CARRIAGE RETURN affects, or is affected by, the following functions:
AUTO CARR IAGE RETURN/LINE FEED switch and command
AUTO BIDIRECTIONAL PRINTING switch and command
RIGHT MARGIN CONTROL N: ESC 0

UNDERSCORE ON: ESC I.
Refer to the appropriate control switch or command description for more
detailed information. (5,9,D)
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PRINTING COMMANDS

UNDERSCORE ON: ESC I
UNDERSCORE OFF: ESC J

1BH,49H/27,73
1BH,4AH/27,74

phrases, sentences, paragraphs, etc. as

the printer will underline all

In the Underscore (underline) mode, the printer will automatically
underscore characters,
identified by the host system.

words,

When the Underscore mode is turned 0N,
text fol1owing the UNDERSCORE ON command until the UNDERSCORE OFF command

is recei ved.

The priter does not underline each character as received but waits until
it recei ves a Carriage Return, any paper motion command, or UNDERSCORE
OFF and goes back and underliines all of the text which is to be

underlined.

The following functions wi 11 also occur:
Horizontal space that is tabbed over wil1 be underscored.
Bold Overprint mode ON wil1 cause multiple strike underscores.
Moving the carriage to the left of the Underscore mode "start"
point before causing underscore execution may have unexpected results.
(5,9)

-

BOLD OVERPRINT 0N: ESC K d
BOLD OVERPRINT OFF: ESC M

1BH,4BH/27,75
1BH,4DH/27,77

This command wil1 cause the print hammer to fire d times for each printedcharacter
position.
text three times is:

character's
The procedure for overprinting

before
d is a number between 1 and 4.

the carriage is moved to the next

-Send an ESC K 3, or LPRINT CHR$(27);CHR$(75); "3";
-ATT of the text wil1 be overprinted 3 times until B0LD OFF is sent or
until d is changed.

SHADOW PRINT ON: ESC Q
SHADOW PRINT OFF: ESC R

1BH,51H/27,81
1BH,52H/27,82

This command wil1 cause al1 characters to be printed twice, with the
second printing occuring 1/120" from the first.this manual are printed with shadow print.similar software call "bold" may actually be shadow print.

The darker headings in
What word processors and

After SHADOW PRINT ON is sent, al1 text will be printed with shadowPuntil SHADOW PRINT OFF is received.
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The printer observes the fol1owing rules:
WPS mode: Spacing is not adjusted to accommodate the additiona1 1/120"
displacement.
SHADOW PRINT is ON than when SHADOW PRINT is OFF.

Consequent1y, a line of WPS text wil1 be 1onger when

Non-WPS mode printing: Character spaces wil1 be reduced to maintaincolumn integrity.
Backward Printing mode: The primary character is printed first, then theshadow character.
In Bold Overprint mode and Shadow Print Mode: The first character wil1Overprint, the second wil1 single print.
(9)

1BH,53H/27,83
1BH,54H/27,84

NO PRINT ON: ESC S
NO PRINT OFF: ESC T

The NO PRINT ON command will inhibit the firing of the print hammer andthe operation of ribbon feed and printwheel motors during the printing of
NO PRINT is used tocharacters, without affecting any other function.

mask passwordS, etc. NO PRINT OFF is normal. (5,9)
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GRAPHICS COMMANDS

Qume's 1etter quality printers are typically used for preparing tert
However, the printer can al so be used for graphics.
of graphics commands which allows resolution of 60or 120 points per inch
horizontally and 48 points per inch vertically (5760 poi nts per re
inch). Use of the Bidirectiona1 Tractor enhances printer registration.
The basic graphics commands are as fol 1ows:

It recognizes a set

Horizontal movements of 1/60 inch.GRAPHICS ON 1/60: ESC 3

18H,33H/27,51
GRAPHICS ON 1/120: ESC G Horizontal movements of 1/120 inch.
1BH,47/27,71
GRAPHICS
18H,04H/27,4

OFF Ends both graphics modes;ESC 4 normal
(5,9,0)

print

The printer follows these rules in the graphics modes:

1. SPACE and BACKSPACE the
the GRAPHICS ON command.

carriage 1/60 or 1/120 inchmove

horizontally, as selected by

vertical1ly regardless of the horizontal mode.

character is printed. AUTO LF and AUTO CR/LF modes are ignored.

2. LINE FEED and NEGATIVE LINE FEED commands move paper 1/48 inch

3. CHARACTER PRINTING commands will not move the carriage after the

A11 other commands, including set up and define commands, are unaltered.
To program in GRAPHICS MODE, first select the horizontal step (1/60 or

The four carriage movement commands can be used as "cursor
control" to move the paper and carriage to the desired location: SPACE

and NEGATIVE

After the correct position is reached, the printer is
The paper and

Thus, you must program (1) paper and carriage

1/120 inch).
BACKSPACE (1eft),(right movement),

LINE FEED (up).
sent a character (typical1y a period to print a dot).
carriage are not moved.
movement, and (2) printing in the graphics mode.

LINE FEED (down),

Graphic mode is terminated by GRAPHICS OFF, CARR IAGE RETURN, or

INITIALIZE PRINTER commands, or by turning the printer power off and on.
NO CARRIAGE MOVEMENT ON NEXT CHARACTER ONLY: ESc N 1BH,4EH/27,78

inhibit carriage motion after printing aThis command is used to
character. This command is useful for underscoring, slashing zeroes (
forming compos ite symbols or foreign language characters,
using proportional spacing, send the wider of the two characters firs
The ESC N command must be sent before the character that is to have
automatic spacing inhibited. ESC Nis obviously affected by the grapncommands as the carriage never moves
graphics mode, carriage motion must be separately programmed.

after printing a character 1n

d
For example, the following Basic line wil1 cause a zero to bepThen
with a slash through it: LPRINT CHR$(27);"NO/";move to the next position on the paper. (5,9)

The carriage will
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PRINTER PROGRAM MODES

When the printer receives a character for printing, it has an internal 1ook-uptable which indicates
Carriage Motion, and
appl ications, this standard printing mode is used.
applications where it is necessaryexample, if special character sequence printwheels are used, the printer must
be told where characters are 1ocated on the printwheel.

Intensity, (2) Ribbon Advance, (3)
(4) Printwheel Position. For most users and most

There are some unique
For

the (1) Hammer

ram these four parameters.rog

There are three do-it-yoursel f modes available:
1. Program Mode - You specify the hammer intensity, ribbon advance, carriage

ASCII code for each character to be
printed. The chart in Appendix C may be used to identify correct values.

direction, anddistance and the

2. Secondary Program Mode -The same as Program Mode except the
carriage distance and direction are determined from the pitch setting and

that
are not control1able.

3. Twintellect - Similar to Program Mode with two important differences.
First, you specify hammer intensity, ribbon advance, character code,

Second,
the values are loaded into the printer once (usual1y during printer set-

Before
a character is printed, the printer 1ooks up the parameters in the table

In the Program Mode you must send these parameters in a

the

printwheel position, and character width (not carriage motion).
and the printer stores the values in a lookup table.up routines)

in its memory.
separate byte after
parameters are 1oaded into a table in the printer's memory.

Twintellecttheeach character. In mode

PROGRAM MODE

SHIFT TO PROGRAM MODE: ESC so
RETURN TO NORMAL MODE: ESC SI

1BH,OEH/27,14
1BH,OFH/27,15

This command places the printer in the Program mode and allows the host
system to exp1 icitly control the fol1owing functions for every character
to be printed:

Intensities can be programmed f rom a minimum value ofHAMMER INTENSITY.
1 to a maximum value of 7. A value of 0 defaults the intensity to the
printer's normal internal value.
CARRIAGE MOTION. Distance can be from 0/120 inch to 15/120 inch.
PRINTWHEEL POSITION. As determi ned by the ASCII code.
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This mode permits the use of special nonstandard sequence printwheel .
The information necessary for: (1) 1ocating a specific character sDoka
the printwheel, (2)
providing the proper character
supplied with the special printwheel.

intensity, and (3)
from data

hammer
must be derived

setting the proper
spacing,

To implement this mode, the user must:

1.

2.

3.

Enter the Program mode by sending the ESC S0 command to the printer,

Send the ASCII code for the character to be printed.

Refer to the Appendix and derive the desired hammer intensity, and
carriage spacing programning ASCII character.
Send the special programming ASCII character.4.

the characterAs an example of the use of Appendix C,
requires a hammer intensity of 4 and a spacing increment of 12/120". The

special programmi ng mode character will be an L. After entering the
Program Mode (ESC S0), the computer sends the character followed by the
printing information (L) for that character, then another character
followed by its print information, and so on.

assume that

(5,9,D and 5,9)

SECONDARY MODE

ENTER SECONDARY PROGRAM MODE: ESC#
RETURN TO NORMAL MODE: ESC SI

1BH,23H/27,35
1BH,OFH/27,15

This mode is similar to the Program Mode except that ribbon movement can
be programmed independent1y, and carriage motion cannot be programmed.
Carriage motion in this mode must be commanded using the PROGRAM MODE

CARRIAGE COMMAND (US d). After entering the Program Mode an alternate
method can be used to control printing parameters:

Relative hammeHAMMER INTENSITY.
minimum of 1 to a maximum of 7. If an intensity of zero is selected, theprinter defaul ts to its norma1 hammer intensity value.

intensity can be selected from a

RIBBON ADVANCE. Relative increment value can be selected from a minimum

of 2 to a maximum of 5.
CARRIAGE MOTION.
defined value for character spacing as determi ned by the setting of e
PITCH switch, or by the DEFINE HORI ZONTAL SPACING INCREMENTS commands.

Not programmab1e within this mode. Derived from the

PRINTWHEEL POSITION. As determi ned by the ASCII code.
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To imp1ement this mode the fol1owing example shows the use of a hammer
intensity of 4 and a ri bbon advance of 4:
Enter the Program mode by transmitting the ESC s0 command.
Enter the Secondary Program mode by transmitting the ESC # command.
Send the ASCII code for the character to be printed.
Refer to Appendix C. A hammer intensity of 4 and a ribbon advance of 4
gives a special ASCII character of "K", "L", or "M".
Send one of the special programming characters ("K", "L", "M").

This command termi nates the Ri ght Margin Control mode. (5,9)

1FH/31PROGRAM MODE CARRIAGE MOTION: US d for right movement
This command is only used when the printer is in one of the Program
modes.
between 1/120" and 63/120".
movement; for movement to the 1eft, d is the distance to be moved plus 64

(decimal1).

This command causes the carriage to move either left or ri ghtd is the distance in l/120 inch for RIGHT

As an example, for a carriage move command of 12/120 inch to the RIGHT,
the Basic command is

LPRINT CHR$(31);CHR$(12);
For a movement of 12/120 i nch to the LEFT, the Basic command is

LPRINT CHR$(31);CHR$ (76);
(5,9)

1BH,OFH/27,15RETURN TO NORMAL MODE: ESC SI

the SHIFT TO PROGRAM MODE, ENTER SECONDARYThis command terminates
PROGRAM MODE, and USER TEST MODE. (5,9)

THINTELLECT/DOHNLOAD COMMANDSs

The down1oad capability is a function unique to the Qume Connection and
to the Qume SPRINT 11 PLUS series of pri nters.
A11 printwheels of one type (e.g., WP) have their alphanumeric characters
arranged in the same sequence so that the printer knows where to find the
character on the printwheel, how hard to fire the hammer, how far to movethe ribbon, and in the case of WPS pri ntwheels, how far to move the
carriage.
Only Memory (ROM).

This information is in an internal table in the printer's Read
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(e.g.Some printwheels non-English language characters) have a
nonstandard sequence of characters and the printer must be programmed to
know printwheel
character width for these special printwheels.
sequence printwheels
capability for the Qume printer to use nonstandard sequence printwheelsis called Twintellect, and this function may be selected by a printerbIP
Switch.

advance, hamnerspoke position, ribbon force, andExamples of special
and Deutschland WPS. Theare Deutschland WP

Because there are too many different sequences to practically store in
the printer's memory, special commands allow the printer to accept and

store (for as
information
modified, enabled, or disabled by commands from the computer.

the printer power is turned on) a table of
The table may be

long as
special sequence printwheel.for a

Normal1y, the printer is operated with Twintellect not selected (off).
When Twintellect is selected on power-up, or if there is an error in
downloading, the Deutschl and WP or WPS table will be 1oaded by default,
depending on the position of the DIP switch.
There are three TWINTELLECT/DOWNLOAD commands: (1)
Twintel1ect table, (2) Disable the use of the Twintellect table, and
(3) Load or Modify the Twintellect table. These commands are discussed
in greater detail in the paragraphs that follow.

Enable the use of the

1BH,61H,65H/27,97,101
1BH,61H,64H/27,97,100

ENABLE TWINTELLECT DOWNLOAD TABLE: ESC a e
DISABLE THINTELLECT DOWNLOAD TABLE: ESC a d

These commands sel ect or turn off the Twintellect function, overriding
the printer switches. A table that has been downloaded can be accessed
and used only after the ESC a e command has been received. If no table
has been downloaded, this command wil1 enable a default table (WPS if
Twintel1ect is OFF, Deutschl and WPS if Twintellect is ON).table from ROM is automatically placed into the download RAM table when

the printer is powered up. Please note that while this will access all
of the WPS printwheel1
proportional spacing algorithm; consequently, al11 printout will be in
monospace.
correspond to the pitch requirements of the installed printwheel

This default

information, it wil1 not turn on the carriage

The printer's configuration switches must always be set to

The DISABLE command disables, but does not destroy, the down1oad table.

1BH,61H,3C... 3EH/
27,97,60...,62

DOWNLOAD OR MODIFY A TWINTELLECT TABLE: ESC a <data

This command allows a whole or partial table to be downloaded to the
For each printwheel1 character a field of five elements or

information (ASCII character code, printwheel spoke position, ribDOTo download
printer.
advance, hammer intensity, and character width) is required.
a table, a user would use the fo11owing sequence of information:

52 41 4 5 2 33 1
ESC a ASCII POS RIB HAM WID, ASCII POS RIB HAM WID,....:CHKSUM
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An ASCII comma is used to separate each fie1d.
elements in a field is not required.
corresponds to the five pieces of information for each character on the
printwheel. The download format is best explained with an illustration.

The space shown between
The table of values in the printer

Assume that for character code 42 hex the printwheel spoke location is 14
hex, the ribbon advance is 5, the hammer intensity is 4, and character
width 7. (These values would be obtained from tables available from your
1ocal Qume Supplies Distributor.)
values is OBF hex. You would then send the printer the DOWNLOAD command
followed by ASCII 42145407, (the ASCII comma is sent after each group of

The checksum calculated for al1 the

five character width requires a leading zero be sent). In Basic, the
command is:
LPRINT CHR$(27); "a<42145407,"; next sequence of five and ":BF>";
where BF is the hex value of the checksum.
instead of a comma after the final group of five values.
items in the table are entered an optional: checksum> may be added to
validate the data in the download operation.
by taking the Exclusive Or of each ASCII character after the "" up to
and including the byte before the "".checksum calcul ation. Although legal values for character width cannot
exceed OFH, two bytes
reserved for future applications.
hammer intensity parameters are reserved for future use.
shows the legal hex values which may be 1oaded into
table.

Notice that the colon is sent
When all the

The checksum is calculated
Commas are included in the

The additional byte is
Similarly, some ribbon advance and

Table 2 below
the Twintellect

are al ways required.

Table 2. Size and Value Parameters for Twintellect Table
ELEMENT LEGAL VALUES (HEX)BYTES REQUIRED

20 to 7F
00 to BE
3 to 7
1 to 6
00 to OF

ASCII Code
Printwheel Spoke Position|
Ribbon Advance
Hammer Intensity
Character Width

2

2

Values for any printwheel character are easily modi fied without changing
the entire table.
Command.

Simply enter the modified values into a down1 oad
Note that al1 five el1ements of the field must be included

The ASCII character code wil1 ensure that(eight bytes plus a comma).
the new values are correctly 1ocated within the table.
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A11 three commands cause the printer to read all of the DIP switchae
the set the fo11owing parameters:

and

- The carriage is moved to column 0.
- The printwheel is synchronized with the printer's electronics.
The right margin is set at the right most column (right ide
frame).
The 1eft margin is set at column 0.
A11 tab stops are cleared.
The top margin is set at the top of form position.
The bottom margin is set at the position defined by the
form length switch.
Both Graphics modes OFF.
Forward Print mode ON.
Both Program modes OFF.
Ri ght Margin Control mode OFF
Underscore, Bold Overprint, Shadow Print, and No Print modes OFF.
User Test mode 0FF.

SHEET FEEDER COMMANDS

These commands control the Qume Cut Sheet Feeder, which is an accessory.

If Qume's Mechanical Sheet Feeder is
installed on the printer, a FORM FEED command wil1 eject the paper currently
in the printer, load a new sheet of paper, and move that sheet of paper to the

If the FORM FEED command is used in this fashion, the
Please note, however, that if you

only use the FORM FEED command, you cannot eject a page without inserting

These commands are unique to Qume.

desired print position.
following commands may not need to be used.

another page.

SHEET INSERT FROM TRAY ONE: ESC i 1BH,69H/27,105

This command instructs the printer to insert a sheet of paper from tray
As a platen driven, mechanical device, the

the printer receives the

If the Cut Sheet Feeder is not
one of the Cut Sheet Feeder.
Cut Sheet Feeder is only operational when
appropriate commands from the computer.
installed, an ESC i command will be ignored by the printer.

SHEET EJECT: ESC e 1BH,65H/27,101

This command instructs the printer to eject a sheet of paper to the

collection bin of the Cut Sheet Feeder.
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TEST COMMANDS

1BH,1AH,OEH/27,26,14TERMINAL SELF TEST: ESC SUB SO

The Terminal Self Test routine is a comprehensive test of the printer's
mechani cal and
initiated,
completed.

electronic functions. Once the Self Test
be ignored

routine is
test isal1 further

(5,9)
commands will until the

USER TEST MODE COMMANDS

1BH,40H,54H/27,64,84ENTER USER TEST MODE: ESC e T

The User Test mode allows the host computer to program the printer to
perform a test program of any 1 ength up to a maximum of 500 characters.
To utilize the user test mode:
1.

2.

3.

4.

The computer sends ESC e T. (5,9)
Up to 500 characters are entered into the printer buffer.
The computer sends an EOT when the program is entered.
To run the test one time,

(5,9)

send STX (PERFORM USER TEST ONCE).

SOH (PERFORM USER TEST

test, send ENQ (HALT CONTINUOUS USER

Toeave the User Test Mode and erase it, send ESC SI (RETURN TO

(5,9,D)

5. To continuous test, sendrun a
CONTINUOUSLY). (5,9,D)

6. To halt the continuousTEST). (5,9)
7.

NORMAL MODE).
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SPECIAL CHARACTER PRINTING

PRINT CHARACTER AT PRINTHHEEL POSITION 004:
PRINT CHARACTER AT PRINTHHEEL POSITION 002

ESC SP 1BH,20H/27,32
ESC 1BH,2FH/27,47

The reason for this is that of
SPACE is really a motion command and DELETE may haveànd

There are two positions on all pri ntwheels which do not corresnand
single standard ASCII character code.
the 96 ASCII codes from 20 hex to 7F hex, two are special: SPA
DELETE.
functions, including resetting the printer.
though not necessari ly the same for al1 printwheels, usual ly are"erS,

These special characters

or 1ocated at position 002

or | 1ocated at position 004.
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APPENDIX
ASCII CODE CHART

A

|' o11
0 1 2 3 4 5 67

b6

1bs

ba ba b2 b1Column

Row

00000000 1 1sOH DC1

00 1 0 2 STX DC2

00 11 3 ETX DC3

01 004 EOT DC4

0101 5 ENQ NAK %

01 10 6 ACK SYN &

1 11 7 BEL ETB

10008 BS CAN

1 0 01 9 HT EM

1010 A LF SUB

10 1 1 B VT ESC

1 1 0 C FF FS

1 1 0 1 DCR GS

DLE SPNUL P@
A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

p

a

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

R

S

T

U

V

W

X

Y

Z

$ d

u

g w

h

J z

k+ K

M m

1 1 10EsO1111F SI

RS n

US DEL? O

HEXIDECIMAL = AsCII COLUMN+ROVw
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APPENDIX E
COMMAND SET SUMMARY

HEX DECIMALASCII
MARGIN COMMANDS

Set Top Margin:
Set Bottom Margin:
Set Left Margin:
Set Right Margin:
Right Margin Control On:
Right Margin Control Off:
LINESPACING (VERTICAL) COMMANDS
Define Vertical Spacing Increments:
Alt. Define Vert. Spacing Increments:

27,43
27,45
27,57
27,48
27,79
27,89

1B,28
1B,2D
1B,39
1B,30
1B,4F
1B,59

ESC+
ESC
ESC 9
ESC 0
ESC 0

ESC Y

27,76ESC L d1 d2 1B,4C

(distance + 1)
Set Form Length:
Auto Carriage Return/Line Feed On:
Auto Carriage Return/Line Feed 0ff:
Auto Line Feed On:
Auto Line Feed Off:
CHARACTER SPACING (HORIZONTAL) COMMANDS
Define Horizontal Space Increments:
Define Horizontal Space Increments Alt.:WPS On:
WPS Off:
TAB COMMANDS
Set Hori zontal Tab Stop:
Clear Horizontal Tab Stop:
Clear Al1 Horizontal Tab Stops:
Set Tab List:
Clear Tab List:PAPER MOVEMENT (VERT. MOTION) cOMMANDS
Line Feed:

27,30
27,70
27,87
27,90
27,44
27,46

ESC RS
ESC F d1 d2
ESC W

ESC Z
ESC comma
ESC period

1B,1E
1B,46
1B,57
1B,5A
1B,2C
1B,2E

ESC E d1 d2
ESC US(dis+1)
ESC $

ESC

1B,45
1B,1F
1B,24
18,25

69
27,31
27,36
27,37

27,49
27,56
27,50
27,40
27,41

ESC 1
ESC 8
ESC 2
ESC
ESC) 1ist

1B,31
1B,38
1B,32
1B,28
1B,29

1ist

OA
1B,0A
1B,55
1B,44
1B,57
1B,5A
1B,50

LF
ESC LF
ESC U

ESC D
ESC W

ESC Z

ESC P d1 d2

10
Negative Line Feed:
Half Line Feed:

27,10
27,85
27,68
27,87
27,90
27,80

Negative Half Line Feed:
Auto Carriage Return/Li ne Feed On:
AutoCarriage Return/Line Feed 0ff:Absolute Vertical Tab to a Li ne Number:Absolute Vertical Tab to a Line NumberALT.
Relative Vertical (Paper Feed) Motion:

ESC VT (dis+1)
ESC V nl n2 n3
FF

1B ,0B
1B,56
OC

27,11
27,86
12Form Feed:

CARRIAGE MOVEMENT (HOR. MOTION) COMMANDS
Hori zontal Tab:
Absolute Horiz. Tab to a Column Number:Absolute Horiz. Tab to a Column Number

HT
ESC C d1 d2

09
1B,43

9

27,67
Alternate):
Relative Horizontal Motion:

ESC HT (dis+1)
ESC H nl n2 n3
ESC 6

ESC 5

ESC

1B,09
1B,48
1B,36
1B,35
1B,3C

27,9
27,72
27,54
27,53
27,60

Backward Print:Forward PrintAuto Bidirectional Printing On:
E-1



ASCII HEX DECIMAL

1B,3E
20
08
1B,08
OD

ESC
SP
BS
ESC BS
CR

Auto Bidirectional Printing 0ff:
Space:
Backspace:
Backspace 1/120":
Carriage Return:
PRINTING COMMANDS

Underscore On:
Underscore 0ff:
Bold Overprint 0n:
Bold Overprint Off:
Shadow Print On:
Shadow Print Off:
No Print On:
No Print Off:
GRAPHICS COMMANDS
Graphics On 1/60"
Graphics On 1/120":
Graphics 0ff (al1):
No Carriage Movement on Next Character:
PRINTER PROGRAM MODES

Shift to Program Mode:
Enter Secondary Mode:
Program Mode Carriage Motion:
Return to Normal Mode:
Enable Twintellect Download Table:
Disable Twintel1ect Download Table:
Download or Modify Twintellect Table:
PRINTER COMMANDS

Bel1:
Force Execution:
Initialize Printer (Restore):

27,62
32
8
27,8
13

ESC I
ESC J
ESC K d
ESC M d
ESC Q

ESC R

ESC S
ESC T

1B,49
1B,4A
1B,4B
1B,4D
1B,51
1B,52
1B,53
18,54

27,73
27,74
27,75
27,77
27,81
27,82
27,83
27,84

1B,33
1B,47
1B,04
1B,4E

ESC 3
ESC G

ESC 4
ESC N

27,51
27,71

27,78

1B,0E
1B,23
1F
1B,OF
1B,61,65
1B,61,64

27,14
27,35
31
27,15
27,97,101
27,97,100

ESC SO

ESC#
US d
ESC SI
ESC a e
ESC a d
ESC a (data) 1B,61,3C27,92,60...62

07
1B,78
1B,1A,49
1B,0D,50

BEL
ESC x or ESC X

ESC SUB I or
ESC CR P

7
27,120
27,63,73
27,13,80

SHEET FEEDER COMMANDS

Sheet Insert From Tray 0ne:
Sheet Eject:
TEST COMMANDS
Termi nal Self-Test:
Enter User Test Mode:
Perform User Test Once:
Perform User Test Continuous1y:
Halt Continuous User Test:
Return to Normal Mode:
SPECIAL CHARACTER PRINTING
Print Position 004:
Print Position 002:

27,105
27,101

ESC iESC e
1B,69
18,65

27,26,14
27,64,84

1B,1A,OE
18,40,54
02/2
01/1
05/5
1B/27

ESC SUB S0
ESC T
STX
SOH
ENQ
ESC

ESC SP
ESC

1B,20
18,2F 27,47
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APPENDIXF
INTERFACE SIGNAL TIMING

The following timing diagram represents the various interface signals used by
the QUME CONNECTION.

interface circuit.
interfaces.

These are important if you are designing your own0therwise, they are the same as is used on most Centronics

The QUME cONNECTION uses 7417 open collector drivers for output signals.
These signals must be pulled up external1y. Most computer systems with
Centronics-type
standard TTL receivers with pul1-up resistors.

CONNECTION signal inputs useinterfaces do this. QUME

VALID DATA
0-7DATA (PINS 2-9)

STROBE

F(PIN 1)

bh

bsyBUSY (PIN 11)
tal

ACKNOWLEDGE (PIN 10)

tack

590-A

TIMING PARAMETERS QUME CONNECTION CENTRONICS INTERFACE

MinimumSignal Maximum

Setup time
Hold time
Data strobe length

1.0 usec
1.0 usec
1.0 usecds

bh Delay to busy high
bsyBusy lengtha.
ack Acknowledge pulse 1ength

500 usec

10 seconds

5.0 usec (5.0 usec typical)

<0.1 usec
0.1 usec

Del ay to acknowledge 1ow <0.1 usec
2.5 usec
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APPENDIX G
INTERFACE CONNECTOR AND SIGNALS

following tabl1e lists the interface signals and decribes their function.iC 1s high (i.e., 2.4 to 5.0 Vdc). Logic 0 is low (i.e., 0.0 to 0.4
Vdc). The functions assigned to the pin numbers are the same as used on
eneric Centronics-type interfaces, although the signal names may differ.

DescriptionPinNumber Signal
STROBE Input to printer.

into the printer.
microseconds.
switch selectable.
1.0 microsecond (min.) after valid data.

A strobe pulse 1atches data
Pulse width: from 1.0 to 500

1

May be either active high or low,
Strobe must be sent 1.0

DATA 1

DATA 2
DATA 3
DATA 4
DATA 5

DATA 6

DATA 7
DATA 8

Input data to printer.
Data 8 = LSB (Least Significant Bit)
Data 1 = MSB (Most Si gnificant Bit).ASCII codes normal1y use Data 1-7.
Data 8 not used.
Logic 0 1ow (0 to 0.4 Vdc).

4
5
6
7

8
9

Logic 1 high (2.4-5.0 Vdc).

ACKNLG10 Output from printer. A 1ow pulse (5 microseconds)
indicates the printer has accepted the input data.

11 BUSY Output from printer.
high to indicate printer is busy; 1ow indicates
printer is not busy and can accept data.

Printer sets this line
A Busy

is sent after each character received.12 PAPER 0UT or
PAPER EMPTY

Output from printer. High indicates out of
paper.
printer does not affect this signal.)

(Stop Print On Paper 0ut switch on

13 SELECT Output from printer. High indicates printer is
selected and ready to receive data.

14

17

31

SIGNAL GROUND

CHASSIS GROUND Chassis or frame ground.
TNIT

Signal Ground.

Input to printer. A 1ow pulse (1.0 micro-
second minimum) initializes the printer.
printer input buffer and sets the printer to
default parameters. Performs a Restore function.

Clears

32 FAULT Output from printer. A low indicates printer
needs attention: Ribbon out, cover off, paper
out, or printer in CHECK.

gnalGrounds
Pins 19 to 30 Other pins may be used by some printers.
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38 18
17 CHASSIS OR FRAME GROUND
16
15
14 SIGNAL GROUND
13 SELECT
12 PAPER OUT OR EMPTY
11 BUSY

34
33

FAULT 32
PRIME 31

30
29

28
27
26
25

24
23

10 ACKNLG
9 DATA 8
8 DATA 7

7 DATA 6
6 DATA 5

5 DATA 4
4 DATA 3
3 DATA 2
2 DATA 1
1 STROBE

SIGNAL GROUNDS

22

1

641A
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15
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Backward print command..
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Basic
BEL Command..
Bell command..
Bold overprint command..
BS command...

9
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.10

.41
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.31

.35
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.16
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Carriage return command...
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Download or modify twintellect table command.... ..38

.38
..36
..43
.36

Enable twintellect download table command...
Enter secondary program mode command...
Enter user test mode command..
ESC # command.
ESC $ command.
ESC % command.
ESC 1ist command..ESC) 1ist command..ESC+ command.

3
.23

.15, 18
18
.44
.18
.23
23
29
.29
.23
...18.30

ESC command..
ESC command..
ESC 0 command.
ESC 1 command. .
ESC 2 command. .
ESC 5 command..
ESC 6 command..
ESC 8 command.
ESC 9 command..
ESC < command.
ESC
ESC T command..
ESC a (dat a) command..
ESC a d command..
ESC a e command..
ESC BS command. ..ESC C dl d2 command.
ESC comma command...
ESC CR P command..
ESC D command. ..ESC e command...
ESC E d1 d2 command..
ESC F dl d2 command...
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ESC I c ommand. .
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ESC K d command..
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ESC LF command. .. ..ESC M command. .
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ESC SI. ...ESC SI command...
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ESC SO command....
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